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Part Three
Character Areas
11. Old Town

The Old Town Character Area extends from
Le Truchot to Havelet, covering Le Pollet and
the High Street as far west as the top of Smith
Street. It continues south to include Cornet
Street and The Strand and to the south west
almost to Trinity Square encompassing the
Market Buildings, Le Bordage and Mill Street.
The streets and steps climbing the hillside to
Clifton are part of this Character Area.
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1.
Summary

St Peter Port Conservation Area Appraisal

1.1. The special character of the Old Town comes
from a combination of elements which are summarised
below and expanded upon later. Strengths, issues and
opportunities are set out at the end of the Character
Area Appraisal.
1.2. This part of the St Peter Port Conservation Area
Appraisal was endorsed by the Development and
Planning Authority in December 2021.
1.3. Landscape. Underlying landscape affected
the sequence of development and still influences
development today. It is evident in views of the Old
Town climbing the hill from The Quay, and in the
intricate roofscape.

Definition:
A venelle is an alley. A term
used to refer to the steps and
narrow streets climbing and
traversing the hillsides of Town

1.4. Plants, trees and green spaces. Areas of planting
include private, public, planned and unplanned spaces.
The dense layout of Town means these areas provide
important public amenity. Trees and public green
spaces are important as focal points as well as in wider
views of the Hillside Town.
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1.5. Enclosure and spaces. Buildings, up to 6 storeys
high, follow a mediaeval settlement pattern and
typically cover their entire plot enclosing narrow streets
and other public spaces. These are ancient routes with
spaces opening up at junctions and around socially
important buildings.
1.6. Architectural styles and elements. Architectural
styles date from different periods, including mediaeval
and Georgian town houses, Victorian terraces, shops
and civic buildings. Some are landmarks. Many
authentic features survive from each phase.
1.7. Materials. Buildings are typically built in stone,
often fronted with render and sometimes dressed
stone. Roofs tend to be steeply pitched and clad with
slate or clay pan-tile with brick chimneys and clay pots.
Windows, doors and shop fronts are often timber. Local
stone is prominent in boundary walls, steps and paving.
1.8. Historic interest. Historic links between Town
and Harbour continue with venelles and lanes climbing
the cliff between the two. Buildings survive from every
stage of Town’s development, from the Church to 21st
century offices, many of which are protected and many
others contribute positively to the Conservation Area.
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1.9. Use and activity. Shops, restaurants and other
commercial uses draw footfall throughout the day
and into the evening. Bunting, flowers and al fresco
dining in pedestrianised streets add to the ambience.
Residential streets tend to be less vibrant and busy.
1.10. Traffic and movement. A busy traffic route cuts
through the Old Town and runs along the quays. Onstreet parking proliferates on quieter streets and where
buildings have been removed. Much of the Old Town
is pedestrianised except for limited access for delivery
vehicles. Stone and clay paving leads the visitor into,
out of and through these areas.
1.11. Views. Wide views over Town, the Harbour
and beyond to the other Channel Islands show the
importance of the underlying landscape and its
influence on roofscape. Glimpsed, channelled and
unfolding views are a characteristic along streets and
between buildings.

View southward along Lower
Hauteville
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Location and Setting
2.1. The Old Town is in the east part of the
Conservation Area. It climbs the steep hillside between
the Harbours and Marinas to the higher ground of the
New Town to the west. Buildings are constructed on
the cliffside, in places on the slopes, stepping down
to the shore. Steep stone steps, venelles and narrow
lanes link the levels. In the south west it winds up the
more gently sloping natural valley.

The Hillside Town from North
Beach car park
A Study of the Hillside Town can
be found in Part 2.
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2.2. The setting is one of buildings and hard surfacing
with green areas viewed as a backdrop from higher
ground across the rooftops. In the same way glimpses
of the sea between buildings and wider views from
elevated positions provide some visual relief from
the dense development. Views of the Hillside Town
from outside the Character Area are important in
understanding the form and development of the Old
Town and its relationship with the Harbour.
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The layout, topography and
green spaces of the Old Town
(north)
•

•
•

The building pattern is
mainly mediaeval with
narrow roadside frontages
on long plots
Contours show the valleys
and slope upon which St
Peter Port was built
Green spaces are limited,
elevating their value
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The layout, topography and
green spaces of the Old Town
(south)
•

•
•

The building pattern has
advanced from mediaeval
and many buildings now
have their wide elevation
fronting the streets
Contours show the valleys
and slope upon which St
Peter Port was built
Green spaces are limited,
elevating their value
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History and Development
2.3. The Town and Harbour grew up together. Periods
of increased wealth meant development and expansion
of both and neither has been mutually exclusive.
The importance of this relationship must not be
underestimated.

Left: the rear of mediaeval
buildings with tall, narrow
gables which front directly on to
Cornet Street (reminders of the
burgage plot pattern)
Right: barriere stone, Cornet
Street

2.4. Many pre-1787 buildings survive throughout
the Old Town, not least around and including the Town
Church. A system of burgage plots remains visible in
places including the High Street, Le Pollet and Cornet
Street. Here, buildings have their gable end to the
street with narrow lanes and venelles winding between.
Beyond the barrieres of 1700 (see Overview) the wide
elevation of buildings fronts the street instead.

Definition:
Burgage is a mediaeval term
relating to land ownership. The
physical characteristics are a
house on a long, narrow plot
of land with a narrow frontage
to the street and narrow, if any,
spaces between buildings
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2.5. During the 18th century Town turned to face the
sea. Vaults, with new buildings above, were built on
the quays. These backed on to buildings already lining
the High Street and are now shops and restaurants.
Town houses of the same era remain prominent, as do
civic and recreational buildings and re-fronted buildings
in the High Street.
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2.6. Improvements of the 19th century resulted in a
Regency-style town. These included widening of Smith
Street and Fountain Street, creation of the Commercial
Arcade and opening up of Church Square. Civic
buildings included the Markets and Smith Street Post
Office. The Plantations date from this time, replacing
shipyards and berths.

2.7. Industrial changes during the 20th and 21st
centuries were rapid. These were often constrained by
existing development and so historic boundaries and
the mediaeval pattern have survived. Design ranges
from Edwardian-style buildings through to modern
offices. Demolition has created spaces, improving
roads but often taken over by car parking. Physical
evidence of the Occupation is limited but could explain
some changes to windows.
2.8. Fashions of different eras, and requirements such
as for fire safety, resulted in the materials and detailing
that we see today.

Top left: 19th century Market
buildings, Market Hill
Bottom left: Guille-Alles Library
(former Assembly Halls) and
French Halles, Market Square
Right: Smith Street
9
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Ambience and Use
2.9. Built on an east-facing hillside the Character Area
becomes shaded early in the day, in particular where
it is steepest and buildings crowd the streets. Narrow
streets and venelles can result in wind tunnels and
some areas do not receive direct sunlight. Others are
open to the sky and shafts of sun light can penetrate.
On higher ground the sounds of Town are lessened and
birdsong and rustling leaves prevail.
2.10. Buildings and hard surfaces dominate, broken
up by small areas of greenery, such as at North and
South Plantations, or overhanging trees in private
gardens. There is a backdrop of greenery on the hillside
and prominent trees give clues to private green spaces.
The scarcity but prominence of public green spaces
elevates their importance in terms of amenity and
character.

Al fresco dining in the
Commercial Arcade

2.11. Most buildings in the core of the Old Town
are in retail and supporting uses with flats and offices
above. Where upper floors are accessed through the
shop these are often underused. Offices tend to be
more peripheral with housing beyond. Few buildings
are later than 1900. Vehicles are often prominent.
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2.12. Much of the Old Town is busy and vibrant during
the day and into the evening and night, influenced by
office hours as well as pubs and restaurants. Many
shopping streets are pedestrianised and have active
business frontages. Quieter residential areas branch
off to west and south. Activity lessens away from the
centre and with elevation where slopes can be a barrier.
Bunting, flowers and al fresco dining are welcoming.
2.13. The sea and Islands are an important part of the
character. They feature in panoramic views from high
ground over the rooftops and are glimpsed between
buildings at lower levels. There are close connections
between the water and quays at lower levels.
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3.1. Protected buildings. Many buildings of the
Old Town are protected. These vary from shops with
accommodation above, to large town houses, civic
buildings and warehouses. Those that form landmarks
include the Town Church (PB 712), Lloyd’s Bank (PB
173) and the Markets (PB 1605). Dates range from
mediaeval times to the early 20th century. Protected
buildings are mostly in the main shopping streets
becoming fewer further from the High Street.

Left: 1 Fountain Street (PB 713)
Right: Albion House, The Quay
(PB 407)
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3.2. Buildings are protected for a variety of reasons
but each has a level of special interest which in turn
contributes to the character of the Old Town.
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3.3. Buildings of merit. There are many buildings
that do not have sufficient special interest to be
a protected building but which contribute to the
character, architectural and historic interest and
appearance of the Character Area. They continue the
proportions and materials typical of the character of
the Old Town and include shops with accommodation
above, public houses and some buildings further from
the core. These buildings are shown on the following
map.

Left: Thomas de la Rue public
house, La Tourgand
Top right: 1 & 3 Pedvin Street
Bottom right: Bordage House,
Petit Carrefour
12
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3.4. Protected monuments. Certain venelles,
steps, paved surfaces, pumps, fountains and walls are
designated protected monuments, which together with
features including barriere stones and a pissoir (PM 50),
add visual and historic interest to the streets.
3.5. Non-protected features. Evidence survives
of the German Occupation in the form of painted
road signs at the junction of Cliff Street with Lower
Hauteville. This is not protected and is one of many
non-protected features throughout the Old Town which
contribute to the character and historic interest. Other
such features include crests, glazing, stonework, lamps
and architectural details.
Top left: Crest at 45 Le Pollet
Top right: Lamp, Commercial
Arcade
Bottom left: Pissoir, Le Bordage
(PM 50)
Bottom right: Trees and flowers
overhanging from private
gardens at the Arcade Steps
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3.6. Trees and green spaces. Three trees are
protected but there are many non-protected trees that
are features and important in softening the urban form.
Examples include at the plantations, overhanging from
private gardens and a focal point at the junction of La
Plaiderie and Le Pollet. Public green spaces are scarce,
elevating their value to character and amenity.
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Statutory and non-statutory
designations and features of
the Old Town (north)
•
•
•
•
•

The majority of buildings are
protected and/or of merit
Many steps and venelles are
protected monuments
Detractors are often modern
buildings/alterations
Features are mainly
focussed in and around the
main walking routes
Trees are a welcome break
in development
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Statutory and non-statutory
designations and features of
the Old Town (south)
•

•
•

Protected buildings and
those of merit are mainly
focussed at Mill/Fountain
Street and at Cliff Street
Detractors are often modern
buildings/alterations
Trees are a feature at the
Esplanades and on higher
ground, e.g. Mignot Plateau
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Streets, Spaces
and Views
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4.1. The Character Area comprises a large number of
streets and spaces and many footpaths. These have
their own character and are described below. For
practical reasons some are grouped.

Lower Pollet, Le Pollet and the High Street
4.2. Le Pollet and the High Street are pedestrianised
shopping streets accessed from the north via the oneway Lower Pollet. They run roughly parallel with the
shore, climbing to a high point at Smith Street. Focal
points, such as Lloyd’s Bank and the Town Church,
appear as the streets wind along. Connection with the
sea is limited to views along streets and venelles.
4.3. Often 4 or 5 storeys high, buildings front on to
the narrow streets giving a sense of enclosure and
shelter. The Regency style overlies much earlier origins.
Spaces open up at La Plaiderie, where a tree is a focal
point, and at Le Grand Carrefour where people meet
and stop to chat. The area is vibrant and active.

Top left: The High Street with
Town Church as a focal point
Bottom left: Regency-style
buildings in Le Pollet
Right: Active shopping frontage
in Le Pollet, leading to open
space at Le Grand Carrefour in
the distance
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4.4. Almost all of the buildings are protected. They
present a narrow, rendered, frontage to the street,
reflecting the burgage system of development.
Exceptions, such as Moore’s Hotel and Lloyd’s Bank,
stand out. There are some dressed stone frontages,
often former banks. Local stone is prominent in paving,
gutters and kerbs and hatched tiles are common.
4.5. Shopfronts, including curved glass, tiling and
decorative vents, newels and mouldings, are a feature.
Some are ornamental and there are some decorative
fanlights. Windows of upper floors are usually of
Georgian proportions and are historic, of timber
construction and with old glass. Replacements have
often been sensitively done.
Top left and right: tall, narrow
stone and render facades, 21
High Street and 1 Le Pollet
Bottom left: Regency-style
upper storeys, Le Pollet
Bottom right: shopfront with
curved glass and decorative
timberwork, 10 Le Pollet
17
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Venelles and Steps
4.6. The venelles and steps of the Old Town are
narrow, often steep, and enclosed ancient routes.
Many are protected monuments. They climb the cliff
from the Quay to the New Town and wind between
buildings and high walls. Stone is prominent in
surfacing, buildings and walls, and metal railings are a
feature.

Clockwise from top left:
Venelle linking North Pier Steps
with Quay Steps
Clifton Steps, towards Market
Constitution Steps

4.7. At the lower levels light is limited. Some venelles
and steps are entirely covered over and others give
only narrow views of the sea and sky. Openness and
light increase as one climbs and views open up over the
rooftops, sea and Hillside Town. At the highest levels
overhanging trees and birdsong are prominent and
spaces are revealed.
4.8. These routes are rarely able to be used by
vehicles and are prone to form wind tunnels. Buildings
are chiefly residential and frontages inactive. In
recent years some venelles have been used to house
mechanical plant (including ventilation and air
conditioning units) which detracts from these historic
features and compromises their accessibility and use.

To Clifton, from Arcade Steps
18
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Quays and Plantations
4.9. The quays are an area of contrast. Open to the
sea to the east and backed by a ‘cliff’ of buildings to
the west, this is an area of long views with a sense of
sheltered space influenced by the weather and wind
direction. The area is over-shadowed early in the day.

Top: ‘Cliff’ of buildings backing
the Quay with the open Victoria
Marina (old harbour) in front
Bottom left: Curved corners of
buildings, here at La Tourgand
Bottom right: Rear elevation
of building in Le Pollet, viewed
from North Plantation

4.10. Buildings are between 4 and 6 storeys high.
Their narrow width, gables and historic proportions and
window pattern give a vertical emphasis. At junctions,
curved corners draw the visitor further into the Old
Town. These features are seen along the Quay and
North Esplanade, where the use of smooth render
and neutral shades of paint preside. They continue
in the stone buildings of South Esplanade and in the
backs of buildings visible at higher levels, in Le Pollet
and The Strand. Modern offices in the south are larger
but attempt to reflect these proportions and often
respect the changing levels of the Hillside Town. Many
buildings in these areas are protected.
4.11. Prominent buildings, such as the Town Church
and the Ship and Crown, are focal points. Buildings at
Quay-level have kept their character of warehouses and
stores, in particular at the North Plantation.
19
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4.12. Formal public spaces are provided by the
plantations where greenery and trees dominate. Their
importance is elevated because there are few areas of
green open space within the Old Town. There are also
hard-surfaced public spaces, for example the protected
paving to the east of the Church.
4.13. Frontages are active and the area is busy with
frequent pedestrian footfall as well as passing vehicles.
Flowers and planting break up the built environment
and contribute to ambience. Seafront closures, for
example for Liberation Day or Seafront Sundays, change
the character of this area.

Top left: North Plantation
Middle left: South Plantation
Bottom left: Les Echelons
Right: Paved space to the east
of the Town Church
20
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Hillside lanes
4.14. These narrow, ancient routes, comprise Forest
Lane, Le Marchant Street, Lefebvre Street, Berthelot
Street and Cornet Street. They are often pedestrianised
and wind steeply up from the earliest parts of the Old
Town. Buildings, often of 3 to 4 storeys, and high walls
crowd the streets and pavements and enclose public
spaces. The west side of Cornet Street was demolished
in the early 20th century widening the road.

Top left and right: The steep
climbs of Berthelot Street, with
remnants of jetties, and Forest
Lane

4.15. Buildings range in age and a handful are
protected. Some have mediaeval origins and retain
elements of jetties. Some are former town houses
(e.g. the Constables’ Office) with dressed stonework
and decorative windows. With few exceptions uses are
residential or office and some buildings are modern.
Local stone is prominent in buildings, walls and
surfacing. Historic timber windows are characteristic.

Bottom left: Cornet Street
Bottom right: Small public space
on the approach to Le Marchant
Street from Smith Street
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Cliff Street, Lower Hauteville and Pedvin Street
4.16. Beyond the barrieres of 1700, the broad
elevation of buildings front the streets signifying a
change from the burgage plot pattern within the
Town boundary. Many are terraced, both designed
and fortuitous, and many are protected. More recent
buildings are more formal and uniform and almost all
are smooth rendered. There are many historic timber
windows, often with early glass, and timber doors
with fanlights. Replacements have been sympathetic.
Shutter recesses survive.

Top: Cliff Street, showing broad
elevations to street and door
steps of imported stone
Bottom: Pedvin Street showing
formal terracing and changes in
enclosure

4.17. Occupying a relatively level piece of land above
Cornet Street and below Hauteville, a combination of
enclosed streets and informal spaces at junctions gives
this area its character. The curved gable of 1 Lower
Hauteville, is a local landmark and focal point on the
climb up Cornet Street. Local stone is prominent in
surfacing, notably at Castle Vaudin, and in kerbs and
gutters. Door steps of imported stone are present.
4.18. The area is mainly residential with some pubs
which attract footfall. Development in Pedvin Street
is focussed on the south side and the street is less
enclosed. A wind tunnel often forms here.
22
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Mill Street and Mansell Street
4.19. Mill Street and Mansell Street are mainly
pedestrianised streets which wind up from level land at
the Markets connecting to earlier buildings to the west.
Buildings are chiefly 18th century and of 2 to 3 storeys.
The proportions and arrangement of elevations and
fenestration contribute to character. There are many
decorative shop fronts with authentic details such as
large sashes, ornamental vents and window surrounds.
Many historic timber windows survive, often with old
glass. Roughly half of the buildings are protected.

Top: View up the steep, winding
Mill Street

4.20. Relatively high buildings enclose the narrow
winding streets and views unfold as one travels
through. Prominent buildings on the approaches to
and from the area are focal points, namely the curved
end of the Market and a shop making the northern
corner of Trinity Square. There are no formal public
spaces.

Bottom left: Detail of shop
front, 3-5 Mansell Street
Bottom right: square at junction
of Mansell Street and Contree
Mansell
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Smith Street, Fountain Street and Le Bordage
4.21. Smith Street, Fountain Street and Le Bordage
are the widest streets of the Old Town. The former two,
all the buildings of which are protected, were subject
to 19th century improvements which saw cutting back
and re-fronting, and sometimes replacement, of older
buildings. Redevelopment of Smith Street included
some fine buildings. Improvements to Le Bordage have
been more recent and include more modern buildings
although a good number of historic buildings survive
and some are protected. Spaces, often informal, were
created at the ends of these streets.
4.22. Fountain Street was updated in tandem with
development of part of the Market which remains
a prominent feature and landmark. At either end, 1
Fountain Street and the Creasey’s building are focal
points.

Top: Buildings on the south side
of Fountain Street
Bottom: View up Le Bordage
from Le Petit Carrefour

4.23. Proportions are Georgian and smooth render
prevails. Shopfronts are often important as are historic
windows to upper floors where the few replacements
have been generally sympathetic. A façade on Smith
Street includes ornamental metalwork and there is an
ornate dressed stone doorway on Le Bordage.
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Commercial Arcade
4.24. The Commercial Arcade is a planned grid of
complementary terraced buildings of near-uniform
width and 4 or 5 storeys high. Nearly all are protected.
Quarried out of the cliff, the sharp change in level to
the north and west is a feature. As on the Quay, curved
buildings guide the visitor in and through the Arcade.
4.25. All buildings are in retail use at ground floor
level with a mix of uses above. With few exceptions
shop fronts retain their contemporary configuration,
with timberwork, discreet signage and some curved
glass, floor tiles and French-style awnings. Access to
upper floors is often via separate doorways. Many
historic timber windows survive at the upper levels,
frequently containing old glass.
Top: View through the
Commercial Arcade, showing
shopfronts, a curved corner and
the ‘road’.
Bottom: Ornate shop front at 23
Commercial Arcade

4.26. This is a busy, pedestrianised part of the Old
Town, designed to a human scale and with active
frontages throughout and flowers, bunting and al fresco
dining. The concrete slab surfacing has a central drain
which has been used as a ‘road’ by generations of
children.
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Church Square, Market Square and Mignot
Plateau
4.27. Market Square is a formal, multi-use, space
enclosed by buildings that are uniform in height
and position. Historic windows, dressed stone and
brickwork are important, as are arched openings
and relief lettering. Stone surfacing is a feature. The
Square frames many local events and is important to
the wider community. It continues to the east and was
re-designed and pedestrianised during the early 21st
century.

Top: Market Square
Bottom: Ornate north eastern
entrance to Market building

4.28. These spaces are linked to Church Square,
physically by Market Hill and visually by views
to and from the area above the former Bonded
Store. Town Church is a focal point. Church Square
evolved fortuitously and buildings are not uniform
in appearance or age. A variety of features survive
and the whole continue to contribute to character.
The space is dominated by vehicles which marks an
abrupt and negative change from the neighbouring
pedestrianised streets and squares, and detracts from
setting of the Church.
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Left: View west from Church
Square toward Market building
Top right: View of Church
Square from the area above the
former Bonded Store
Middle right: Mix of paving to
the north of the Town Church

St Peter Port Conservation Area Appraisal

4.29. Almost all of the buildings surrounding Market
Square and Church Square are protected, including the
former Assembly Rooms and Guille-Allès Library, and
there are numerous buildings of merit.
4.30. Elevated above much of the Old Town, the
Mignot Plateau – associated with the former Tour
Beauregard – gives panoramic views over the town and
sea and so a feeling of openness rare in this Character
Area. Stone walls are a prominent feature but the area
is overwhelmed by parked cars.

Bottom right: Mignot Plateau
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The Strand
4.31. An ancient, narrow route into Town from the
south of the Island, The Strand runs parallel to and
above the shore. It is enclosed by retaining walls to the
west and buildings to the east. Intermittent views over
the rooftops of buildings on Les Echelons and out to sea
are gained where there are gaps in development.
4.32. Most buildings are 19th century and step down
the cliff and so appear taller in views from the quays
than they are when in The Strand. Development was
not ‘planned’, other than positions being dictated by
landscape, and so buildings vary in appearance and
there has been some modernisation.
4.33. The Strand is used chiefly by pedestrians
although there is some car parking. It is a peaceful,
little-used route overhung by trees in gardens to the
west, accessed via a series of timber doors set in the
stone walls. It is often overshadowed but light spills
through gaps, particularly during the morning.

Top: Buildings in The Strand,
from South Esplanade
Bottom: View northward along
The Strand showing enclosure
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Views

or frame views and views along the High Street of the
Church and Lloyd’s Bank are iconic.

4.34. Views unfold as one travels along and climbs
the winding routes of the Old Town, opening up and
contracting where one moves through spaces. Such
fluctuation in enclosure is notable in linked views
between Church Square and Market Square.
4.35. Short views are common. The narrow, enclosed
nature of the streets means that views are channelled
between buildings. Trees and plants often feature in

Left: Channelled view of
Harbour from North Pier Steps
Middle: Unfolding view along
Mill Street
Right: Glimpsed view of Herm
from Arcade Steps
29

4.36. Glimpsed views along venelles and steps,
frequently framed by buildings, are a key characteristic
of the Old Town, becoming more common the higher
the elevation. These are often of the Harbour, sea
and other islands and provide some relief from the
otherwise urban environment. Views up from the
quays present a near-continuous jumble of buildings
climbing the hillside.
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Top left: View from Mignot
Plateau of buildings climbing
the hillside to Clifton and the
New Town

St Peter Port Conservation Area Appraisal

4.37. From high ground at Mignot Plateau, The Strand
and the approaches to the New Town, panoramic views
are obtained of and over the rooftops and out to Castle
Cornet, the Little Russell and the islands. Green spaces
are more evident from this level and include private
green spaces with prominent trees and the green
backdrop at Les Cotils and Le Val des Terres.

Top right: Rooftops view
from Arcade Steps over the
Commercial Arcade toward the
Town Church and marina
Bottom: Panoramic view over
Town from Mignot Plateau
30
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Spaces, focal points and
landmarks of the Old Town, and
views into, out of and through
the area (north)
•

•
•

Open spaces are few,
elevating their value, and
often at wider points of
enclosed streets
Vista stops are tend to be
formed by landmarks, some
iconic, e.g. Town Church
Many views are channelled
between buildings and can
give glimpses of the sea
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Spaces, focal points and
landmarks of the Old Town, and
views into, out of and through
the area (south)
•
•
•
•

Open spaces give respite
from the urban form
Focal points at a local scale
provide visual interest
Many views are channelled
between buildings and can
give glimpses of the sea
Spectacular panoramic
views are had from Mignot
Plateau
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Architectural
Quality, Built
Form and
Important
Buildings
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5.1. Early development was unplanned but was
influenced by the underlying landscape. Buildings
occupy their entire plot, enclosing streets and spaces,
and cling to the hillside above the Harbour. This is clear
throughout the Character Area, not least in the intricate
roofscape, and is continued in modern development.
Later, planned development is more evident, for
example in the terraces of Pedvin Street the widened
Fountain Street, in the grid layout of the Commercial
Arcade and in the formal Market Square.

Left: The planned layout of
the 19th century Commercial
Arcade
Right: Fortuitous layout of
development in the mediaeval
part of the Old Town
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Architectural Style
5.2. Built group value is an important component in
much of the Old Town, age and orientation contributing
to character. Distinctive features and elements of
different buildings add up to a unified whole.
5.3. In the earliest areas style does not always reflect
the age and period of construction due to Regency and
Victorian re-frontings and replacement on mediaeval
footprints. However, the age of those alterations are
often reflected in their style.

Top: Early buildings, Mansell
Court
Bottom left: a former
townhouse, now the Constables
Offices, in Lefebvre Street
Bottom right: a re-fronted
building in the High Street
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5.4. Beyond the core, style more closely reflects the
age and period of construction: traditional buildings at
Cliff Street and Mansell Court; Georgian-style terraces,
planned at Pedvin Street but fortuitous at Mill Street
and Mansell Street; 18th century town houses; Regency
and Victorian expansion and improvements, such as
Fountain Street, Smith Street and the Commercial
Arcade. Modern infill developments are few and are
chiefly 20th and 21st century office buildings as seen at
Les Echelons and Le Bordage.
5.5. Some buildings stand out from the surroundings,
for the most part due to proportions, construction and
orientation: a factor of age and use. The Town Church
is a prominent example, as are the Markets, former
Assembly Rooms and Guille-Allès Library, 19th century
banks and early 20th century States’ Offices.

Top: Planned Georgian-style
terrace, Pedvin Street
Bottom left: Picquet House,
South Esplanade
Bottom right: Former States’
Offices, North Esplanade
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Typical Built Form
5.6. The development pattern and uniform built
proportions of the mediaeval burgage plot system
survive in the oldest parts of the Old Town, overlain
by Regency architectural façade proportions and
details. Buildings are tall and narrow, often with gables
abutting the street but the position of the frontages
varies resulting in a stepped building line. This type of
development increases the importance of the road as a
public realm.
5.7. Beyond the barrieres of the early town there
are clusters of buildings, still positioned at the front
of their plot, which do not adhere to the burgage
system. These have been subsumed by more recent

Left: Intricate roofscape of the
Old Town, looking from Mignot
Plateau over Fountain Street,
the Markets, the Commercial
Arcade and the High Street
Right: Relationship of routes,
spaces and buildings in Church
Square
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development along historic routes but remain evident
due to their differing proportions and orientation.
5.8. Buildings are tightly packed and there are few
spaces between beyond narrow venelles, some public
and some private. Office buildings, such as those at
Les Echelons, are larger scale but generally transition
smoothly into their surroundings. The built form
influences most spaces within the Old Town.
5.9. Changes in level are frequent but are more
obvious on steeper ground and when viewed from
above or in long views. The roofscape is of interest
with steeply pitched roofs, differing in orientation,
stepping up/down the slope and on winding routes.
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5.10. Whilst there are some exceptions, the following
elements are typical of buildings in this Character Area:

• Dormer windows – captains, flat roofed, cat-slide,
hipped and ridged

• Roofs – steeply pitched, occasionally mansard,
differing orientations and levels

• Feature windows and doors – stained glass, lettering,
carving, fan-lights, timber doors with decorative
cases and surrounds

• Elevations – tall, narrow, gables often prominent
• Curved corners – occur frequently at junctions and
often include curved windows

Left: Timber sliding sash
windows in rendered facade
incuding parapet at Smith Street
above shopfront with applied
lettering

• Vertical sliding sash and casement windows – 1-over1, 6-over-6, 2-beside-2, 6-beside-6 in a regular
pattern, the majority in timber often with old glass
but some sympathetic PVCu replacements

• Shop fronts – curved glass, ornate timber frames,
floor and wall tiling, decorative vents, large sash
windows, signage (painted and applied lettering)
• Smooth render – moulded sills, door hoods, window
surrounds, string courses, relief lettering
• Parapets – sometimes plain, sometimes with ornate
cornices
• Stonework – un-coursed, coursed, dressed, snecked,
carved, doorsteps

Middle: Steeply pitched pan-tile
roofs with dormer windows and
chimneys with clay pots in Back
Street

• Brick chimneys with clay, often Fareham, pots
5.11. Few alterations have been made and these
have been generally sympathetic. For example, window
styles reflect original designs and proportions within
unaltered openings.

Right: Tall, narrow gables to Mill
Street with pitched roofs, sash
windows and shopfronts
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Materials
5.12. Although architectural style varies, there is a
limited palette of materials, including:
• Buildings
◦ Walls - smooth render; local stone, often dressed but
sometimes rough; occasional use of brick

Top: Variety of slates and
dressed stone facade of Market
buildings
Middle: Smooth rendered
facade with render mouldings,
timber windows and relief
rendered lettering in the High
Street
Bottom left: Carved timber door
at 8 Pedvin Street

◦ Roofs - predominantly natural slate and clay pan-tile;
brick chimneys of varying height and shape with clay
(often Fareham) pots, occasional use of copper
◦ Windows - timber, frequently historic with old glass;
glazed shop fronts; stained glass; PVCu infrequent
◦ Doors - timber, frequently historic, some with
carving and fanlights; PVCu infrequent
◦ Façades - ornate detailing in stone and metal; names
and numbers in rendered relief; ornate shop fronts
with decorative frames, glazing and details including
vents and tiles

Bottom right: Decorative
brickwork in Mill Street
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• Boundaries

• Surfaces

◦ Walls - local stone

◦ Pavement - local stone paving, kerbs and gutters;
hatched clay tiles; tarmac

◦ Railings - metal (decorative and functional)
◦ Natural - mature vegetation and trees overhanging
walls

◦ Carriageway - local stone setts and flags; tarmac;
concrete slabs; metal drain cover in Commercial
Arcade
◦ Venelles and steps - local stone paving, gutters and
steps; hatched clay tiles

Clockwise from top left:
Steps of imported stone, steps
adjacent to the Ship and Crown
Local stone walls and surfacing
at Castle Vaudin
Clay tiles, stone paving and
tarmac at La Plaiderie

5.13. Modern materials have been introduced
in places, but for the most part this has been
sympathetically done and is not intrusive. Some of the
office developments are exceptions.

Detail of metal handrail at the
Arcade Steps
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Buildings that contribute to the townscape
5.14. There are many buildings that contribute to the
townscape of the Old Town and these are shown on
the Designations and Features maps on p.14-15. The
following make a particularly important contribution:
• Town Church – displaying a number of phases of
development, it forms a focal point in views along
the quays and a landmark at the junctions of the
High Street, Market Street, Fountain Street and
Cornet Street

• States’ Offices – formal stonework and Edwardian
proportions and detailing stand out from the vertical
emphasis of earlier neighbouring buildings

• Lloyd’s Bank – prominently at the junction of the
High Street, Le Pollet and Smith Street, its distinctive
green dome is a feature in views of the roofscape

• Picquet House – a memory of the former garrison
town, the formally designed columns and pediment
complement the stonework of the neighbouring
Church and help to frame views towards the Market
• Markets and French Halles – formal stonework and
ornamentation provide focal points at each end of
Fountain Street and enclose Market Square, rising
above Church Square and prominent in views up
Church Hill from The Quay
• Boot’s – a prominent and formal building forming a
vista stop at the bottom of Smith Street and notable
in views from the Harbour, rising above neighbouring
buildings and with the prominent ‘Boot’s’ logo

Top: Boot’s building
Bottom: Town Church
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• Buildings at The Quay and to the east side of Le
Pollet – a series of tall, narrow buildings, often with
gables facing the sea, with regular window patterns,
former doorways to upper floors and vertical
emphasis. Buildings with similar features also occur
at South Esplanade and Cornet Street
• Former town houses – Moore’s Hotel and the
Constables Office have dressed stone façades
and detailing appropriate to their intended use.
La Plaiderie House and Hirzel House are of like
proportions but finished in smooth render
• 1 Lower Hauteville – an iconic building with narrow
curved gable marking a change in level at the
junction of Cornet Street, Lower Hauteville and
Tower Hill
• Bordage House (Creasey’s Kids) – a vista stop at
the top of Fountain Street with decorative render
mouldings
Top: Hirzel House, Hirzel Street
Bottom left: The Ship and
Crown, The Quay
Bottom right: 1 Lower Hauteville

• Terraced buildings in Fountain Street – a noteworthy
terrace of buildings recalling improvement of this
part of Town in association with construction of the
Market. No. 1 is prominent in views up Church Hill
from The Quay
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• Public houses – the Thomas de la Rue and Prince
of Wales have curved, decorative façades and are
positioned prominently at junctions. Albion House
displays older stonework and The Ship and Crown
– a focal point on the Quay – a battered base to the
walls, these buildings marking the north and south
extent of the old harbour
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• 9 & 11 Smith Street (Creasey’s Home and Lovells)
– part of the 19th century improvements to Smith
Street with high decorative metalwork to the façades
• Commercial Arcade – buildings at the entrances
to the Arcade, from both High Street and Market
Hill, are curved with decorative features including
render, windows and shopfronts. These curves are
continued at junctions within the Arcade
• 1 High Street – making the corner at the junction
of Quay Street and Church Square, this is a highly
decorative curved building with rendered bands a
strong vertical emphasis provided by its many tall,
narrow windows

Left: Ornamental metalwork at
9 & 11 Smith Street
Right: 1 High Street
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• Guille-Allès Library and Wolverton Place – formal
stonework, brickwork and render of the façades
contribute to the setting and enclosure of Market
Square and are prominent features on approach
from Church Square
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• Clifton Hall – a prominent building on the hillside
at the top of the Old Town with large signwriting
advertising its former use
• St Barnabus Church – a prominent red roofed
building with tower perched upon the Mignot
Plateau. A feature in many rooftop views of Town
• Re-fronted High Street banks – highly decorative
dressed stonework which stands out from
surrounding rendered buildings and is reminiscent of
the Island’s 19th century stone industry
• Jettied buildings – remnants survive at Lower
Berthelot Street and Church Square and are
evidence of the early origins of the Old Town
Top right: St Barnabus, Mignot
Plateau
Middle right: Clifton Hall
Bottom left: Eagle statue, Le
Bordage

5.15. Also contributing to the character of the Old
Town are the many features found throughout the
Character Area. These include lamps, benches, metal
railings, pumps, barriere stones, crests, busts, fire
marks, cart stones, drinking fountains and plaques.

Bottom right: Plaque at
Oddfellow’s Hall, Lefebvre
Street
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Buildings that detract from the townscape
5.16. Few buildings within the Character Area detract
from the townscape. Where this occurs these tend to
be replacement shop fronts or larger offices, such as
those at Le Bordage. Position, and so prominence, is
key in identifying these as detractors.
5.17. Overall, the condition of buildings is good,
although there is a neglected area between Mansell
Street and Le Bordage. In such instances it is not
the building that detracts but its condition and there
is potential for improvement of both building and
Conservation Area through bringing such buildings back
into use.

Top: Ducting in venelle between
The Quay and the High Street
Middle: Mid-20th century office
block, South Esplanade
Bottom: Replacement shop
front in the Commercial Arcade

5.18. A problem is how to hide extractor vents,
ducts and modern means of escape. These have often
been placed in venelles but this obstructs routes and
accessibility and makes them unwelcoming, reducing
their use and the care afforded to them. Insertion of
dormer windows, mansard roofs and air conditioning
units has not always fully considered their prominence
when viewed from higher ground.
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Movement
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6.1. Many routes through the Old Town are ancient.
Other than a few recent alterations the youngest date
from the early-19th century. These old streets are
often lined by newer buildings, but have sometimes
been enclosed or built-over although vestiges remain.

Left: View northward along the
bustling High Street
Right: Tower Hill Steps - a
pedestrian route leading upward
from Le Bordage to the top of
Cornet Street
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6.2. The main shopping streets and many venelles
are pedestrianised, allowing for relaxed journeys and al
fresco dining. Footfall is high on more level ground and
building frontages are active. This reduces as the land
becomes steeper. Office hours and changing seasons
(e.g. tourism peaks, Christmas) have an influence on
activity. Stone paving leads the visitor into, out of and
through these areas. Delivery vehicles are allowed,
taking up much of the street and compromising access
and character, but only at limited times.
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6.3. Le Bordage-Fountain Street and along The
Quay from the Weighbridge to Les Echelons are busy
traffic routes. Despite being a vibrant area, traffic
predominates and prevents easy use by pedestrians
although formal and informal crossings are present.
There is little shared space. Tarmac and road markings
are prominent and in places there is a proliferation of
poles, signage, bins and large planters.
6.4. Smaller roads, such as Cornet Street and the
Lower Pollet, are less active but can be busy traffic
routes although the speed is lower. Uses are mainly
residential with the occasional destination pub. Onstreet parking dominates, even on the narrowest
routes.

Top: Street furniture and road
markings at the junction of The
Quay and Church Hill

6.5. Chief barriers to access are the steep slopes of
the High Street, Smith Street and Cornet Street and
the difficult climb to the New Town. Stone setts and
kerbs, which are key contributors to character, can be
hard to negotiate, as can damaged surfaces. Traffic
makes some areas inhospitable and parking can be an
obstacle, as can ill-positioned street furniture.

Bottom: Cornet Street - steep,
and narrowed by parked cars
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Movement, quality of spaces
and accessibility in the Old
Town (north)
•
•

•

Much of the Old Town is
pedestrianised
There are crossing points
between Town and Harbour
but some places where
conflicts occur
Positive spaces have seating
or features which attact
visitors; opportunity spaces
are often associated with
roads
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Movement, quality of spaces
and accessibility in the Old
Town (south)
•

•

Pedestrian routes continue
south west avoiding the
main road of Le Bordage
where conflict points are
frequent
Positive spaces have
greenery or features which
attact visitors; opportunity
spaces are often associated
with the overriding use of
the space, e.g. parking
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7.
Strengths,
Issues and
Opportunities

Please note: this part of the
document is subject to change
over time due to the effects of
alterations and development
within and around the Old Town
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7.1. The area has the following strengths and issues
which present a number of opportunities.

Strengths
• Historic pattern of development that influences
development of today, climbing the hillside;
continued use of ancient routes; sense of enclosure

• Wide views over Town and the Harbour; glimpsed,
channelled and unfolding views along streets and
between buildings

• Many and varied historic buildings and features;
evidence of their former uses

• Amenity and community value of streets and spaces,
both formal and informal, hard surfaced and green,
pedestrianised and trafficked

• Roofscape, which is a result of the development
of town in relation to the hillside. Changes in
orientation and level; the presence of dormer
windows and chimneys; materials
• Consistency in use of building and surfacing
materials: local stone; smooth render; timber
windows/doors; brick chimneys and Fareham pots

Some of the mediaeval part of
the Old Town, viewed from the
Castle Emplacement
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• Trees and greenery provide visual relief and
focal points in the urban environment and are
important contributors to amenity, providing shade,
biodiversity, sustainable drainage and clean air
• The area is busy with a mix of different uses which
makes it vibrant and fun
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Issues
• Inappropriate design of infill or replacement
buildings in relation to their context
• Potential for unsympathetic alterations, such as
replacement of historic windows, doors and shop
fronts and insertion of inappropriate signage, to
both protected and non-protected buildings and
structures
• Steep slopes, historic steps and thresholds and
uneven stone paving are all an important part of the
character, but present challenges to making the Old
Town and its buildings accessible to people of all
ages and ability
• Incremental felling of non-protected trees

Left: Awkward detail of eaves
line and rain water goods in
Tower Hill
Right: Street furniture, parking
and road markings at the top of
Smith Street
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• Poorly planned public realm and street furniture,
including surfacing, signage and wayfinding,
discourages optimum use of some parts of the Old
Town
• Accommodating extractor and air conditioning units
and other building plant, ducts and flues without
compromising venelles and roofscape
• Localised dilapidation including inappropriate and
damaged surfaces Overwhelming presence of
traffic, parked vehicles and associated paraphernalia
(e.g. bollards and road signs). The busy highway
disconnects the Harbour from the Town
• There are few open spaces, in particular amenity
green spaces, whch can be used for informal
meeting and chatting
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Opportunities
• Design new and replacement developments to
respond positively to the context: ensure that
established building and roof lines and form,
materials and underlying landscape are respected;
seek creative adaptation rather than demolition
• Encourage sympathetic configurations and materials
where replacement of doors and windows is
proposed
• Rebalance relationship of road and dominance of
vehicles with the public realm to reconnect Harbour
and Town without deterring visitors
• Make the most of existing open spaces and streets,
in particular the few amenity green spaces, for
informal meeting and chatting
Left: Opportunity for
improvements to the public
realm at the bus terminus,
South Esplanade
Right: Opportunities to enhance
connections between Town and
the Harbour
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• Ensure alterations conserve and enhance the public
realm, including signage, surfacing and street
furniture, and historic buildings and features
• Consider means by which accessibility to buildings,
streets and spaces can be maintained or improved
• Make the most of technological advances to
accommodate extractors and air conditioning units
• Encourage better use of venelles to combat
stagnation
• Prevent use of gap sites for car parking

